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ABSTRACT
Rising housing costs, low-quality housing, property crime and neglect stress
neighborhoods and take away the pride, ownership, and independence of everyday people. The
government has provided housing assistance for over eight decades, but conditions haven’t
improved. Today, homeownership is on the decline in America and so are the social, cultural,
economic and personal benefits that accompany it. A new breed of modern living, in tune with
the resident, site and community, provides a chance for stability in the housing market and
economic independence for resident-builders. This solution is the self-built house, which brings
people together in place and pursuit. Unfortunately, self-built housing has all but disappeared in
the Western World due to a lack of knowledge and growth in restrictions and codes. A Modern
Hearth that equips residents with today’s necessities also provides a solution for restrictive
building codes; mortgages; and problematic sites. It allows freedom of design, freedom of
expense and most importantly, freedom to live independently.
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1. THESIS STATEMENT
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Founded around a Modern Hearth, self-built housing
provides a solution to housing unattainability in
America. Opening construction to unskilled labor
is made possible by architectural input, personal
investment, community synthesis and a kit of parts,
allowing resident-builders to salvage materials on site,
establish indepdence and build /rebuild as families
grow.
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3.1 AREA OF FOCUS

3.1 LITERARY REVIEW
3.1 LITERARY REVIEW
The housing crisis of 2008 shook the American economy and threw the then-current mortgage culture into a
downward spiral. As the housing market recovered, lower
housing prices were seen as a blessing by many looking to
buy. However, “it may do little to ease a growing shortage of
affordable residences” according to Forbes economist Joel
Kotkin. In fact, America is facing new levels of failure when
it comes to instances of rental, occurrence of vacancy and
lack of a long-term housing solution.
The disappearance of homeownership has been
a steadily growing problem since the 1990’s, when early
signs of economic turbulence began to appear. Since then,
American homeownership has dropped to the lowest levels
since the Census Bureau began recording such data over
sixty years ago (Gopal). While the national average states
64% of Americans own or mortgage their own home, the
rate drops among minorities and millennials. Just 43% of
black Americans and only 36% of Americans under 35 years
old are homeowners. According to Sam Zell, chairman of
Equity Residential (EQR), “the rate will fall to as low as 55
percent because more Americans are choosing to rent as
they postpone getting married and having children” (Gopal).
However, this trend doesn’t just affect bank income or realtors commissions. A decline in homeownership is linked to
rising crime and disappearing localism, which is inspiring
a dangerous trend in American cities, suburbs and small
towns alike.
Writing on inner cities Ian McHarg states that, “race

2. AREA OF FOCUS SUMMARY
A Chinese proverb states, “if you are planning for a year,
sow rice; if you are planning for a decade, plant trees; if
you are planning for a lifetime, educate people.” This powerful adage communicates the basis for this thesis well.
This project aims to create a template for a new trend in
housing that can act as a system of truly responsible living: a sustainable core surrounded by a shell built out of
materials on site. This means a better quality home and
a more permanent future for our buildings through education and understanding of construction principles. It means
avoiding the role of a powerless tenant, enabled only to
shift from landlord to landlord. This means a more sound
economy based on affordable, sustainable housing, that
people truly care about, protect and improve over time.
3
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3.1 LITERARY REVIEW
and hate, disease, poverty, rancor and despair,
urine and spit live here in the shadows. United in poverty
and ugliness, their symbol is the abandoned carcasses of
automobiles, broken glass, alleys of rubbish and garbage”
(McHarg, 20). While focused primarily on the ecology of development, Design With Nature brings up many valid points
on how cities are used after development. He compares
them to packaging on products we buy, built only to house
temporary pleasures and ventures. While many people
would disagree with this view, especially when it comes to
homes, it is an outcome that has fallen upon many houses
because of foreclosure. McHarg also argues that as centuries passed, and people increasingly tamed and conquered
wilderness, they simultaneously lost a sense of pride and
self-worth cultivated by “the processes themselves [which]
are the basis of stability and the measure of this is not only
implacable, unmoving aspect which it portrays, but the age”
of its components (McHarg, 119). Essentially, the value of
hard work and pleasure in earning a home has been lost in
the process of applying for mortgages, chasing realtors and
signing leases.
The problem is exasperated by some of McHarg’s own
research. Sprawl and its consequences have turned many
cities on to the idea of “smart growth” and growth boundaries. Unfortunately, Kotkin reveals, the leaders that implement them are typically members of “the incumbent’s club:
who are already comfortably housed and benefit financially
from policy-induced housing shortages. But for the majority of Americans, including immigrants, who would prefer a
single-family home, this is bad news indeed. The situation
is worst in high-regulation states with out-of-whack rent and

housing cost inflation. Until the 1970s, housing costs were
only a little higher relative to income in metropolitan areas
like San Francisco and New York compared to elsewhere in
the country, staying within the same ratio of roughly 3 to
1. Then came the anti-growth regulatory regime that has
doubled house prices relative to incomes, and even more
so in San Francisco and San Jose.”

THE RISE OF A RENTER’S ECONOMY
With homes growing in cost, a record percentage of
Americans are turning to renting. Last year alone, the number of renters in the U.S. rose by one million, offset by a
decrease in homeownership by 161,000 (Kotkin). A study
by the Harvard Joint Center on Housing Studies revealed
that many areas lack an adequate supply of housing for
“the working and middle classes” (Kotkin). Almost half of
all renters pay 30% or more of their income on housing,
which qualifies them as low-income renters. One-quarter of
5

housing blocks, diminishing appeal, low-income
infill, overcrowding, poor maintenance, eventual decay and
condemnation. Then, the city must again pay to demolish
these public hazards and the land is free for a new developer to move in. Distant landlords and trapped tenants take
a toll on buildings and this grind is not sustainable for buildings or society.
At first glance, renting can seem like an affordable
housing solution. People are provided with a place to live
without the high initial cost of building a house. However,
with no gained financial or cultural equity, it fails as a long
term solution.

all these renters pay more than 50% of their income on
housing. With such high costs, the number of American and
immigrant families doubling-up on
housing is rising, along with the crowding it causes.
Many cities struggle to provide the required subsidies
and many suburbs simply do not have enough low-income
apartments to begin with. Unfortunately, the vacant and
abandoned homes that plagued Ian McHarg do not provide any relief for cities with a need for cheap housing. Nationwide, an estimated 60% of vacant houses have been
deemed unusable and have been condemned by city officials (Kotkin).
Crowded conditions cause tension in neighborhoods
and are known to negatively impact children’s and residents’ health. Insufficient area to play, and stress at home,
is linked to diminishing academic achievement. Behavioral
and psychological problems have also been linked to crowding (Kotkin) common in densely-populated rental units or
overfull houses.
But still a pattern exists of publicly funding major

AN UNHEALTHY HABIT
While the option of renting offers many an escape from
unattainably expensive homes, it isn’t a beneficial choice
for residents or communities. A Harvard study revealed that
“homeownership leads to wealth creation, which, in turn,
leads to enhanced life satisfaction, to being able to afford
better quality health care, and to higher rates of civic involvement” (Boshemer, Linblad & Rohe, 7)
SEE FIGURE 2 PAGE 7 http://www.jchs.harvard.edu/sites/
jchs.harvard.edu/files/hbtl-04.pdf
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And it’s not just a matter of statistical benefits. To
73% of Americans polled by the New York Times, homeownership is preferred over renting if both choices were affordable. Eighty-five percent of renters participating

3.1 LITERARY REVIEW
in the survey reported wanting to own a home someday.
Finally, when asked how important owning a home was to
the American Dream, 89% responded “very” or “somewhat”
(NY Times).
Suzanne Deoux, MD, has focused on human interactions with the home since 1986. Americans spend 60% of
their time in their homes, and living condition is one of the
four key factors that determine the health of a population
according to the World Health Organization (Deoux). Subpar
housing that is prevalent in rental properties run by distant
landlords impairs residents’ health, as they need to “become
managers of their own quality home health” (Deoux). Other
hazards include poor ventilation, boiler disrepair, industrial cleaning agents, humidity levels, and insecticides, all of
which are frequently encountered in rental situations.
The stable housing and favorable neighborhood characteristics associated with homeownership are the main underlying factors contributing to better educational outcomes
in children. “Compared to renters, homeowners tend to live
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in single-family units, often with yards, and they provide
more stimulating home environments for their children”
(Boshemer, Linblad & Rohe, 8). Even when controlled for
economic standing, teens raised by home-owning parents
were more likely to stay in school until graduation, have
higher educational attainment, earn more in the future and
were less likely to have a teenage pregnancy or rely on welfare in the future (NAR, 9).
Starting off with a beautiful narrative of the town he
grew up in, Thomas Hylton stresses the significance of a
strong community for all residents. He describes a way of
life that “was inexpensive and fostered a sense of community. Elderly people served as neighborhood watchdogs.
Children… could be independent, but still be observed by
adults who knew our parents. Poor and working class people patronized the same schools, stores and public places” (Hylton, 12). His book advocates a return to this way of
town planning, including revitalizing inner cities, reinventing neighborhoods and educating children for better lives.
A detailed statistical analysis proves that children raised in
decaying cities are far less likely to succeed in life, while
those raised in alienated suburban homes have social problems or fears.
Homeownership is also tied to permanence, while
renting is associated with transient living. Homeowners are
seven times more likely to live in the same community year
after year than renters (Bramley & Karley). Additionally,
homeownership typically “allows access to neighborhoods
with better schools, and better physical and social conditions. Neighborhoods with a higher percentage of single
family homes tend to be maintained at a higher quality and

have lower crime rates” (Bramley and Karley).
“Homeowners enjoy more control over their homes,
and heightened senses of personal accomplishment and
social status. This, in turn, leads to greater life satisfaction
and psychological health” (Boshemer, Linblad & Rohe, 8).
Perhaps this is why homes owned by the residents are far
more likely to remain in good condition. In fact, “a meaningful relationship between home age and likelihood of demolition does not exist. For example, even when a home is
not old, but is small, raising land values may motivate a developer to demolish it and replace it with a new, bigger and
more expensive home so as to maximize his potential for
profit” (EPA, 23). This process is futher eased when a developer owns the land or property in question. “Conversely, in
certain circumstances, homebuyers may find older homes
aesthetically appealing… In both examples, longevity is
independent of the reasonably anticipated durability of a
structure obscuring the relationship between home age
and likelihood of demolition” (EPA, 23). So home longevity
is not determined by years, but by community value, market worth and predatory sales.

A NEW ERA
Recently, housing price increases can be attributed
to increased code requirements and loss of necessary skills
among the public. However, code leniency has precedent in
Hawaii, where a new building code addresses native materials and traditional construction. Strict modern codes
introduced in the 1920’s banned materials such as grass
and palm leaves. “This bill opens up a whole new chapter of
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architecture in Hawaii,” said J. Kalani English, a Maui councilman who supports the bill. “Now architects and builders
have the choice to use either Western or traditional materials, and hopefully some of the native building styles, now
almost extinct, will be brought back into use” (Palmer). The
traditional A-frame stick structure clad in palm or grasses
is simple enough to be built by unskilled laborers in a short
amount of time. The allowances of code specify that “traditional materials must be treated with flame-retardant coatings and undergo various stress tests before implementation,” though natives argue such structures are “stronger
in extreme weather conditions-such as hurricanes-than
Western equivalents, as they allow the wind to pass through
them” (Palmer). English believes that the changes benefit
natives and tourists by returning to vernacular architecture
and authentic living based on the land.
Unfortunately, in other areas the difficulty factors
(code and skill) add up to specialized workers with higher
wages, requiring most homebuyers to resort to bank funding. In 1960, 42% of homeowners owned their houses free
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HOUSING COSTS FOR UNITS
WITH A MORTGAGE: 2000

(www.census.gov/prod/cen2000/doc/sf3.pdf)

Median selected
monthly housing costs
for units with a
mortgage by state

HOUSING COSTS FOR UNITS
WITHOUT A MORTGAGE: 2000

$1,275 or more
U.S. median
$1,088

$1,088 to $1,274
$900 to $1087

Median selected
monthly housing costs
for units without a
mortgage by state
$350 or more
U.S. median $295

(www.census.gov/prod/cen2000/doc/sf3.pdf)

less than $900
0 100 Miles

U.S. median $1,088

less than $239

Median selected
monthly housing
costs for units
without a
mortgage by
county

$1,088 or more

$500 or more

$800 to $1,087
U.S. median $295

$700 to $799
$600 to $699

100 Miles

$240 to $294

0 100 Miles

Median selected
monthly housing
costs for units
with a mortgage
by county

0

$295 to $349

0

$200 to $254
less than $200

Fewer than
300 units with
a mortgage

Fewer than
300 units without
a mortgage

0
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$255 to $294

less than $600

100 Miles

and clear, in 1970, 39%, and today only 29% of people can
say the same (Bonnette, 6). For Americans aged 25-34, this
rate drops to just 6.2% (Bonnette, 12). Although mortgages open the door of homeownership for many, relentless
monthly costs and unforeseen home circumstances can
cause foreclosure and economic downturn on a national
scale.
Historically, developer-built and resident-purchased
homes are a recent trend. Since man first sought shelter,

$295 to $499

people have been coming together to construct homes and
communities. In North America, as around the world, native
people constructed their homes with local materials, in accord with their ways of life. In the west, moveable teepees
reduced material need and allowed hunting communities
to follow migrating buffalo. In the east, wigwams protected
residents from cold and rain. In the southeast, raised huts
used passive cooling long before the study of the thermal
environment. The adobe homes of the southwest comprised

100 Miles

0

100 Miles

cities built of the land around them. Regardless of region,
a key trend in primitive self-built housing exists, “a safe accommodation with nature… [living] in single-family structures, extended-family structures, and multiunit structures”
(Reynolds, 180). Even the early vernacular style of Pioneer
America suggests this through rough-hewn beams of log
cabins and dug-out sod construction. Judith Reynolds, an
historian, details early American housing, noting “houses
were placed on hills to capture breezes or sheltered to avoid

harsh winds. Not until central heating and air conditioning
did such adaptations to climate become less crucial” (Reynolds, 181). Of course, today the cost of living without regard
for environment is costing American residences quite a bit.
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SELF-BUILTS
This crisis of unobtainable housing began just over
a hundred years ago. Cities experienced rapid growth, and
there wasn’t enough housing to accommodate migrants as
equals. Prices rose, and disparities flourished. Rising utility
costs and growing homes added to American debt. At the
same time, across the nation, self-built houses were constructed and with them community pride and local ties rose
through joint efforts. Not only will this thesis serve as an
excellent micro-study of construction practices, it will also
give an explanation for the success of self-built housing in
meeting today’s societal needs.
Six types of self-built housing appear in this review:
temporary projects, rural solutions, community supported
living, craftsman pieces of art, mini-sized houses and explorative research homes. Each represent “a house in which
cost-cutting DIY ingenuity and improvisation, eco-sensitivity
and craft coexist” (Olsen, 11). The artistic sensation of selfbuilt houses has been popularized as a small fraction of the
architecture and design world starting with Robert Haney,
David Ballatine and Jonathan Elliot’s Woodstock Handmade
Houses in 1975. However, these homes often go beyond a
unique aesthetic and personal journey.
In Lebanon, Syrian refugees now account for nearly
25% of the population in a nation that already struggles
to meet public need for healthcare, education, infrastructure and housing (Baker). The UN High Commissioner for
Refugees has already supplied tens of thousands of emergency kits containing plastic tarps, blankets and timber to

125,000 refugees that have not been able to find adequate
shelter. These have allowed residents to construct rudimentary shelter for individuals and small families. With the help
of the UN, furniture-giant IKEA is sponsoring a philanthropy
housing project based on flat-pack homes, calling it an “ofthe-moment solution to the vexing problem of temporary
refugee housing, which hasn’t substantially evolved beyond
the tent since the Israelites fled Egypt” (Baker). Post-crisis
photos from around the world typically depict “temporary”
refugee camps full of shanties, like those still found in
Haiti nearly five years after a major earthquake. Seeking
to change refugee living conditions for the better, IKEA designers created spaces with “roomy interior[s], solar lights
and insulated wall panels — all designed to last three years”
instead of the traditional tent. The units are streamlined for
shipping and on-site, unskilled assembly in
under four hours.
Other circumstances can require self-built housing,
such as a rural location, limited funding or lack of equipment, all of which prevent contract building and develop-
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ment. Bringing ideals reminiscent of early American life, it’s
an idea that even is appearing in today’s TV. The DIY trend
spreading through pop culture has led to the creation of alliances like DIY Network and HGTV, with shows and publications featuring lessons and stories of homes built by owners. The hit show Building Alaska follows several families
building homes by hand in the wilderness of Alaska, whose
viewers appreciate the resourcefulness and beauty of a
handmade house. Brought on by rural life, but often carried
on for financial reasons, the DIY trend “makes a contribution to improving housing conditions” in the modern world
(Davidson, 1).
Amish communities in rural America also symbolize
the challenges of rural living well, turning towards a simple
life for religious purity. But that doesn’t mean that every
member of the Amish community lives on his or her own,
cooking meals for one and seeking individual shelter. In
fact, “among the English, the definition of a good
farmer is one who could do his own work” but “the Amish
never had such a need for self-sufficiency. They know they

can rely on their neighbors” (Kissell). Kelly Kissell, a reporter
for the Chicago Tribune, details the construction of a 70’ by
50’ barn in Milroy, PA. Built in just one day without power
tools, it is both the masterpiece and commonplace job of 36
Amishmen and the Amishwomen that fed them throughout
the day. The lack of electric innovation and modern culture
on such farms doesn’t prevent the use of technology and
planning; “wood planks pre-cut at a nearby sawmill, then
numbered sequentially” to allow rapid assembly by builders
working in assembly-line specification style. This coordination of material and skill level is what allows men who normally grow crops or tend livestock, to build sound structures
and long-lasting buildings. The event not only results in a
new structure, but also is a social celebration of a new farm
or new marriage in the Amish community, solidified through
concrete and wooden construction.
Also supporting joint-living, cohousing is a trend originating in Europe and founded around the idea of community-centered life, a type of housing which Robert WhiteHarvey attributes to “government approaches [which] have
been policy-driven, and have simply emphasized the statistical quantities of housing units built without a qualitative
assessment of the design of the housing” (White-Harvey,
72). Within the cohousing movement, groups of like-minded individuals and families come together to live in small,
private homes with large, shared spaces. The shared spaces range from kitchens to sewing workshops, all organized
and regulated by the community as a whole. While many of
these communities are not self-built, they do show a remarkable interest in “desire for the security, warmth and sense
of community which was lost in the rush to sterile, sprawl-
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and foundation.
Like media fascination with rugged self-building, the
mini-house has become a hipster socioeconomic trend
around the world. Multifunctional interiors and efficient living spaces foster a nonmaterial life and financial freedom
for residents. Architect Andreas Henrikson describes tiny
houses as a “challenge… to come up with a structure that
could be set up anywhere… [whose] owner can decide on
the utilization in accordance with his or her needs and location” (Bahamon, 183). By cutting down on size and cost,
most residents are able to take on this challenge themselves.
In northern London, another type of challenge has
been taken on; an explorative home takes its place next to
run-of-the-mill houses. A straw-bale and sandbag construction, it has a style independent of traditional British homes.
Designed and built by architect couple Sarah Wigglesworth
and Jeremy Till, it is “a different type of city life, with wild
raspberries growing on the rooftop conceived as a meadow,
and hens pecking in the garden” (Gauzin-Muller). Neighbors
provided material salvage labor, and welcome the strawand-sand house as an excellent sound-absorbing mediator
between the neighborhood and an adjacent railroad. Although an unusual housing typology, it required little knowledge of conventional building and provides a permanent,
quality home that is ecologically-minded.

ing suburbs” (White-Harvey, 78). Self-conceived, -planned
and –driven housing is an emerging trend that marks a reemerging longing for self-reliance.
Acting as both a house and work of art, some self-built
homes strive to achieve personal expression and beauty,
craftsmanship and innovation in housing. Architect Richard
Olsen describes reading Woodstock Handmade Houses as
an experience that “took [him] out of the strictly governed
worlds of architecture and design, endeavors that… tend
to be treated as separate from the handcrafts of carpentry
and construction” (Olsen, preface). Olsen introduces many
resident-builders like James and Anne Hubbell, an artist
and a teacher that set out to build their home on a budget.
Both shared responsibility for design, and “scrounging for
and reclaiming of materials, the spreading of mortar, the
rough electrical work – they did it all themselves” (Olsen,
72). And when each of their four sons was born, the house
grew, too. Inspired by Antonio Gaudi, local art and native
materials, the home is a work of art and has been awarded
recognition by the LA Times and exists today as a museum

A WILLING ATTITUDE
13

Though many examples of self-built housing exist,

many more criticisms arise due to the use of unskilled labor, time requirements and lack of regulation. However,
for many people, a do-it-yourself attitude is “perceived as a
staple element of the spare time activities of many households,” with 42% of adults participating in DIY repairs or
improvements (Davidson). A study of motivation for the DIY
movement sited “concern with the quality of the national
housing stock” combined with “developments in tools, materials, techniques, and in the marketing of DIY through superstores also have made building work more accessible to
the layperson” (Davidson). In the UK, 20% of building material and tool purchases in 2001 were made by homeowners
seeking to work on their own homes. While only 15% of
homeowners reported DIY projects including “major work
and renovation,” such as addition or structural work, 45%
participated in “minor renovation” and 83% had done “decoration or refinishing” (Davidson). Between the
1980’s and 2000’s, “the proportion of major jobs carried
out through DIY or unpaid help increased from 21% of all
major jobs to 29%” and adjusted for inflation, the amount

spend on DIY activities has doubled since the 1950’s (Davidson). The determining factors for many homeowners in
deciding to hire a builder or do it themselves were equipment required or hazard involved. The least likely jobs to be
done by homeowners were “electrical or drainage work” and
“gas installations” (Davidson) because of dangers during the
work and possible consequences occurring later. A majority
of those surveyed reported skill required as less-influential,
and acknowledged a readiness to accept lesser-quality DIY
work compared to aesthetically-better work that was paid
for. Whether this stems from frugality or pride in ownership,
it still exists as a preference for self-built or –improved housing. In fact, “the majority of major jobs which commonly
involved DIY (with the exception of external painting), were
concerned with upgrading the dwelling rather than with basic repairs,” which indicates a desire for self-expression in
the home and equity gained through labor.
A movement that utilized residents’ DIY initiative and
simplified difficult construction tasks was first initiated by
the UN during the mid-twentieth century in an attempt to
bring modern housing to developing nations. Paired with a
self-help, owner-builder attitude, core housing “proposed the
provision of a room where the family could live while they
extended the house as resources became available” (Napier, 10). Charles Abrams, a pioneer in the field, presumed
“the core would be mass produced at scale, and then user
contributions would take place from that point forwards…
to match the local conditions including the particularities
of climate and affordability” (Napier, 11). Criticisms of core
housing site “costs were to be recovered from residents,
then either standards had to drop considerably (in this case
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smaller… houses were produced, or lower levels of service),
or… be located far from urban centres on cheaper land”
(Napier, 13). However, these issues arose in the 1970’s
when the movement was in full swing. Today, lots occupied
by condemned buildings within city centers could be reused
and rehabilitated in agreement with their context.

phase. However, the largest material input impact occurs
pre-occupancy. As much as 16% of impact was caused by
construction, while nearly 80% was caused by utility consumption (EPA, 14). This means homes are wastefully built
to support unsustainable, toxic lives.
The EPA breaks down material input into a house and
the life-cycle waste associated with it as follows:

RECLAIMING OUR HOMES
According to Dominique Gauzin-Muller, housing started losing touch with the environment and vernacular style
around the start of the 20th century. Since then, the “flower of the Modern Movement on most continents led to the
emergence of an international style that abandoned… constraints of local climate and regional peculiarities” (GauzinMuller, 8). In the past twenty years, these tides have begun
to change, however she argues there is a long way to go,
especially in America. More modest housing that “respects
natural sites and aims to conserve raw materials and energy” (Gauzin-Muller) will be needed to achieve a sustainable housing future. Her step-by-step guide to designing
for sustainable development and construction successfully
outlines trends, alternatives and scientific reasoning behind
recommended design choices.
The EPA “identified the construction of new singlefamily homes as one of the most significant sources of life
cycle environmental and resource use impacts in the U.S.”
in a report in 2013 (EPA, 12). This statement carries weight
in two ways: the majority of life cycle impacts, such as energy use or pollution generation, occur during occupancy

Contribution to Life Cycle Waste
1 Sand and gravel 				
2 Ready-mixed concrete			
3 Asphalt paving mixtures			
4 Sawmills and planing mills 		
5 Reconstituted wood products		
6 Millwork 		
				
7 Miscellaneous plastics 		
8 Retail trade					
9 Petroleum refining
			
10 Wood preserving 				
Total Accounted for in Top 10 			
Total Life Cycle Waste			

10.07%
6.91%
5.94%
5.88%
4.91%
3.47%
3.28%
2.67%
2.46%
2.46%
48.05%
100.00%

Of the ten most common house materials, the production of sand and gravel is most detrimental to the environment. These materials last thousands of years, yet
American housing continues to require new supplies.
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“Fiberglass and mineral wool insulation - The input contribution analyses highlight the significant contribution of fiberglass and mineral wool insulation to the overall stratospheric ozone depletion potential (ODP) life cycle impacts

of single-family homes. The supplemental analysis suggests
that nearly half of the ODP impacts associated with these
products occur as a result of the manufacturing phase of fiberglass and mineral wool insulation.” Luckily, these insulations do not degrade significantly or at all over 100 years.
“Ready-mixed concrete - The input contribution analysis suggests that ready-mixed concrete contributes significantly to
a diverse set of life cycle impacts associated with singlefamily homes, including global warming, photochemical
ozone creation, acidification, eutrophication, abiotic depletion, energy consumption, material input, and waste. The
supplemental contribution analysis suggests that hydraulic
cement manufacturing is a key source of embodied impacts
in the upstream supply chain, as well as that the manufacture of ready-mixed concrete itself is significant due to the
associated direct emissions.
“Wood shingle siding- The occupancy-phase input contribution analysis suggests that wood shingle siding contributes to the life cycle impacts associated with single-family
homes primarily based on the land use competition (LUC)
factor. Forestry products and related services contribute
most significantly to the LUC impacts embodied in wood
shingle siding, reflecting the geographic footprint of forests
managed for wood production. Other embodied impacts of
wood shingle siding are associated with electric services
and sawmills and planing mills.” This demand can be reduced by recycling and reuse, which replace the need for
harvesting trees.

“Reconstituted wood products - The input analysis suggests
a broad range of impacts associated with reconstituted
wood products, particularly across the natural resources and
land use and pollution impacts. The supplemental analysis
suggests that energy consumption and waste impacts can
be attributed to the reconstituted wood products manufacturing process. Embodied natural resources and land use
impacts can be attributed to forestry products and related
services and electric services.
“Brick & structural clay tile – The input contribution analyses suggest that brick and structural clay tile contribute
significantly to the overall life cycle toxicity impacts associated with single-family homes particularly human toxicity,
marine aquatic ecotoxicity, and freshwater sediment ecotoxicity. The supplemental contribution analysis suggests
that direct emissions from the manufacturing of brick and
structural clay tile account for close to half of these toxicity
impacts” (EPA, 15). This provides a clear chance to elimi16

3.2 QUESTIONS/ISSUES RAISED

3.1 LITERARY REVIEW
nate the harm behind brick construction: eliminate the
manufacture of brick. Proven to last for centuries, they are
the perfect example of reusable material.

Instead of working to pay back the bank, Americans
should have the right to work on creating their own homes,
constructing equity and building communities. The pattern
of distant landlords and bankers, decaying properties, developer incentives and residents forced into renting is not
sustainable, and jeopardizes the health, happiness and future of residents. Most Americans spend thirty years paying
for their homes when an unexplored store of resources sits
abandoned down the street. Enabled through community
support, simplified by a prefabricated core and empowered through self-building, affordable housing can make a
comeback and set America on a new cycle, built around a
modern hearth.

In fact, the Department of Energy lists wiring, structural wood, hardwood flooring, plywood, gypsum, tile, concrete, concrete block, timber, trusses, cellulose & fiberglass
insulations and brick as having a lifetime of reliable use
under “average” care and weather conditions. Yet the average life of a house in the U.S. is 51.6 years (EPA, 23). As
supported in Sustainable Living, “the use of salvaged components, giving priority to recyclable or recycled materials”
(Gauzin-Muller, 11) is a viable way to reduce housing costs
during construction and after. In addition, this approach respects a local vernacular by preserving historical textures
and styles.

OVER 50% OF ALL RENTERS IN AMERICA PAY MORE THAN
30% OF THEIR INCOME ON HOUSING ALONE.
THE MEDIAN HOME PRICE IN THE U.S. IS $221,800, FOR
WHICH THE MAJORITY OF AMERICAN FAMILIES WILL PAY
$583,334. FOR A FAMILY EARNING THE MEDIAN AMERICAN INCOME OF $43,318, IT WOULD TAKE 13.5 YEARS
TO PAY FOR THE AVERAGE HOUSE WITHOUT SPENDING A
DIME ON ANYTHING ELSE.
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Is homeownership tied to the American
dream?
Does pride in creativity and craftsmanship still exist?
Does everyone have an equal chance to
achieve it?
What does the lack of sustainability in today’s
housing mean for future residents?
For the environment?
How can problems like vacancy and foreclosure be remediated?
Can community ties alleviate pressure on individual households?

18

3.2 ARCHITECTURAL ISSUES
How can architecture redefine modern
requirements for housing?

vacancy/
crime

increasing
sprawl

more open
space

donut
effect

How can existing materials be cataloged &
recycled?
How can design & construction be opened to
everyday Americans?

car
dependence

smart
growth
plans

car
dependence

What should be included in designing a
“modern” hearth?

migration
to suburbs

supersized
homes

How can community design act as a
framework for interaction and collaboration?

increased
housing
prices

condemned
housing

Can architecture redefine how America looks
at housing (as a necessity instead of a
priviledge)?

lack of
maintenance
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over
crowding

demolition/
vacancy
cheap
land

distant
owner/
landlord
developers
move in

need for
government
assistance
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3.3 PRECEDENT
Charles Abrams, 1965
THEORETICAL PRECEDENT
UN Housing Proposal

Technical Team Planning for Self-Help Housing
Kambi Moto Community, Nairobi
Combined pedestrian settlement with access for emergency vehicles, enabling the 270 households to stay on site.

3 Main Typologies:

Small footprint for incremental construction & increased affordability.

1. Houses with all main built components such as
foundations, walls and roofs; habitable from the
outset

Phased construction process (20 to 30 houses built at one
time) has reduced disruption when homes are demolished
for reconstruction, being at a scale where the community
can manage the whole process but also benefit from bulk
buying of materials, and has also enabled learning to be
passed from one phase to the next.

2. Houses with one or more of the major built
components missing, some input by residents
required before being habitable
3. Service cores housing the wet services such as
water supply, sanitation and drainage, sometimes

Locally available stone reduces the need for expensive, energy-intensive materials (cement), involves training community members, providing skills and an income.

energy supply.

Administrative partnerships led to community ownership
and involvement in the process, relaxation of planning and
building regulations and a desired outcome for all parties.

21
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3.3 PRECEDENT
Charles Correa, 1970’s
iNCREMENTAL HOUSING
Chief Architect, “Artist Village”

COMMUNITY MASTER PLAN

55 hectare mixed-income housing project in Belapur, New
Bombay
Authentic urban design accounting for dispute between
neighbors & the full process of creating a community
Mixed-economy (slums to gated status) residents joined
through mutual art endeavors
Layout unified through repetition & human scale
High densities achieved with low-rise courtyard homes,
built with simple materials

HOUSING CLUSTER MODULE

Housing clusters with 7 and 12 houses arranged around
shared courtyards. Buildings did not share party walls to
allow families to extend and adapt their homes independently.

SINGLE HOUSE ADAPTATION
23
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3.3 PRECEDENT
Stewart Brand, 1994
THEORETICAL PRECEDENT
Analysis of Evolution of Buildings

SITE
Geographical setting, the urban location, the legally defined
lot, with boundaries and context that outlast generations.

Rejects the “center out” approach of design, where a
single person designs for others, in favor of an
evolutionary design approach

STRUCTURE
Foundations and load-bearing members are intensive &
expensive to change, so building life ranges from thirty to
three hundred years.

Criticizes modernist innovators:

SKIN
Exterior surfaces & facades change every twenty years on
average, to keep up with fashion & technology.

Buckminster Fuller - round buildings that do not
allow any kind of additions or internal divisions,
Frank Gehry - buildings that were hard to maintain,

SERVICES
The mechanics of a building: communications wiring, electrical wiring, plumbing, fire sprinkler systems, HVAC and
equipment like elevators and escalators. Systems wear out
or obsolesce every seven to fifteen years.

Le Corbusier - buildings that did not take into
consideration the needs of families

SPACE PLAN
The Interior layout—location & arrangement of walls, ceilings, floors, and doors. Commercial space changes every
three years or so; exceptionally quiet homes could wait thirty years.

STUFF
SPACE PLAN
SERVICES
SKIN
STRUCTURE
SITE

STUFF
Chairs, desks, phones, pictures; kitchen appliances, lamps,
hairbrushes; anything filling a building, which are used &
replaced daily to monthly.
25
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3.3 PRECEDENT
Nonya Grenader, 2010
LABOR & INSTALLATION PRECEDENT
Design/Build by RBW Students
Project Row Houses in Houston’s Third Ward

REUSE of existing materials from historic house to
maintain vernacular appearance & existing appeal

Installation of a new core (bath, kitchen, and mechanical
elements)

CENTRALIZED kitchen & bath unit

Adaptation of an existing 500 sq. ft. house

UNSKILLED labor provided by local students enriches
the learning process and bonding between students
through collaboration and mutual effort

“The renovation was seen not only as a single solution for
this particular house (to be used by an artist in residence),
but also as a prototype -- exploring the newly inserted core
as a strategy for updating the many typical shotgun-style
houses in the neighborhood.”

SEPARATION of spaces distinguised by location of
core unit
CENTRAL CORE enables minimal skilled labor,
reduces construction cost & time, and allows
a hands-on experience for those with a vested
interest in the project’s success (students)

27
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3.3 PRECEDENT
Delhi Urban Shelter Improvement Board, 1998
CORE DEVELOPMENT & INSTALLATION
Resettlement Colony, Savda Ghevra, Delhi
Mass housing project serving 42,500 people in 8,500 families allocated plots by the Municipal Corporation of Delhi
Relocation on semi-serviced blocks with 18 square meters
to squatter families
Developed a set of principal concerns of the residents: pani
(water) potties (toilets) and makaan (housing). Address
housing within this wider context.

1
Kuccha house
(no toilet)

Entrepreneurial housing - start small and expand, the occupant can upgrade the plot incrementally in response to
business opportunities.

29

2
Core upgrade plus
toilet (connection
with community
septic tank)

3
In-fill with available
materials

4
consolidate core into
pucca (permanent
house) and grow
house vertically
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3.3 PRECEDENT
Yestermorrow School - Tiny House Workshop, 2014
COMMUNITY INITIATIVE PRECEDENT
Design/Build by faculty & students
MAXIMIZATION of storage & utility
allow greater use with minimized
home size & cost.

Group collaboration in community planning, concept &
design, and final construction.
Itensive, hands-on learning taught by architects, builders,
and craftspeople from all over the country.

FOCUSED on sustainable systems,
including in-house food & water
harvesting.

Involves people of all ages and experience levels, from
novice to professional.
“Tiny houses (homes typically between 64 and 300 square
feet) are springing up all over the country -- from Vermont
to Oregon to post-Katrina New Orleans -- as well as all over
the media landscape. They are affordable and energy efficient, they reduce materials consumption, cut your carbon
footprint, and they’re cute! A tiny house is perfect for an
office, art or writing studio, children’s playhouse, meditation/yoga space, guest house, or even a fully equipped
dwelling.”

NATURAL SYSTEMS use enhanced
by small design.

EMPHASIS on community bonding and
group effort to achieve mutuallybeneficial goals & results.
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3.3 PRECEDENT
Aranya - Indore Development Authority, 1989
COMMUNITY PLANNING PRECEDENT
Design by B.V.Doshi
Site will eventually house a total population of 60,000 in
6500 dwellings, on a net planning area of 85 hectares.
Housing located along linear spines, each populated by
housing clusters.

INVOLVEMENT in
community activities
through public space

Ten houses, each with a courtyard at the back, form a cluster that opens onto a street. Internal streets and squares
are paved. Septic tanks are provided for each group of
twenty houses, and electricity and water are available
throughout.

ACCOUNTABILITY
for
adaptation and growth
over time
SHARED resources and
public spaces along
small interior streets

The poorest are located in the middle of each of the six
sectors, while the better off obtain plots along the peripheries of each sector and the central spine. Payment
schemes, and a series of site and service options, reflect
the financial resources of this mixed community.

By establishing a neighborhood planned around living,
rather than selling property, Aranya provides an opportunity
for efficient, sustainable living.

STRUCTURE of access
and use along streets
33
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4. SITE & CONTEXT ANALYSIS
“The biggest story of the last fifty years… has been the
senseless abandonment of this once-magnificent city, he
most historic in America, in order that we could simultaneously destroy some of the most beautiful landscapes and
finest farmland in the world” (Hylton, 17).
Baltimore has been a victim of sprawl since the 1980’s,
when stratified housing prices drove anyone in search of affordable housing out of the city. With this migration came
abandonment, neglect, blight and crime. Today, many of
Baltimore’s once vibrant middle-class neighborhoods stand
as targets for vandalism or depots for drug trafficking. Unable to determine ownership or grant responsibility, the city
is only witness to decay.
However, the real issue is not the crumbling facades
of Baltimore’s richest period in history but rather the tragic
plight of the individuals and families that remain, tied to
the communities that once thrived. Surrounded by vacant
properties whose broken windows are open doors for crime,
inner city living has become difficult and dangerous. Yet
many people still want to live in the city, despite the fact
that housing remains expensive compared to national averages. Subsidized housing within the city assists hundreds of
households in over 34 publicly-funded complexes.
Druid Heights is a neighborhood that has been targeted by Baltimore’s Vacants to Value program, which strives
to restore ownership and pride to the city’s housing. With financial incentives & socially-oriented community planning,
it is aimed at young professionals looking to shorten commutes, establish permanence and enjoy the benefits of city
life. With nearly 35% of properties in Druid Heights vacant,

City of Baltimore - CityView

there are 97 condemned houses in druid heights.

druid hill park

INDICATES VACANCY < 1 YR
INDICATES VACANCY > 1 YR

11 min. walk

DRUID
HEIGHTS

inner harbor
19 min. bus

BALTIMORE, MD
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an opportunity exists for restructuring and resurrecting the
This map islocated
for reference only.
Not a legalthe
document.
neighborhood. It is ideally
within
city, being under 20 minutes commute to Inner Harbor. Druid Hill Park, a
citywide icon, is a short walk away.
Historically, Druid Heights was a home for middleclass families with jobs in local production, sales or administation jobs. On average, the existing houses in the neighbor hood were built in the late 1930’s, just before the city’s

DRUID HEIGHTS
population peaked in 1950 at nearly 1 million residents.
Much of the houses in Druid Heights are icon row houses
with five bedrooms and two bathrooms, typically around
2,000 sf. The lots are characteristically small and rectangular, and for row homes were originally alloted by the city
at 20’ x 75’. The neighborhood is laid out with streets and
alleys, and many homes feature an alley-adjacent garage
or paved parking. Generous sidewalks border blocks of row

homes and are dotted with mature street trees. UnfortuThis map is for reference only. Not a legal document.
nately what was once
idea real estate for families is now
home to blight and crime.
Druid Heights originally flourished with the onset of
WWII as Baltimore was home to the biggest naval production shipyards in America. The largest were Bethlehem
Steel’s Fairfield Yard, on the south part of the harbor, which
built Liberty ships with a work force of 46,700. Glenn Mar-
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4.1 SITE & CONTEXT ANALYSIS - MAPS

BUSINESS INCENTIVE DISTRICT

SITE

SITE

indicates
vacant/condemned

DRUID HEIGHTS
tin, an aircraft plant located northeast of downtown was
even larger. By 1943, 200,000 migrant war workers had arrived, mostly poor from the hills of Virginia, North Carolina,
West Virginia, Pennsylvania, Kentucky, South Carolina, and
Tennessee. Following the war, production slowed and white
flight steadily erroded the neighborhood’s population. With
a history in building and production, Druid Heights residents
have a right and skill to rebuild their own community.
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An entirely vacant block of row housing is the proposed site for this
which
seeks
to restore commuThisthesis,
map is for reference
only. Not
a legal document.
nity values and local pride to the area through self-built
housing. A physical modern hearth will be the foundation
for each home, and a conceptual hearth which will draw
people together with the warmth of restored community.
The Business Incentive District along W. North Ave. extends
just one block from the site and promotes small business-

es through zoning incentive. This economic stimulation has
helped Druid Heights regain limited commerical activity,
and could support an influx of new residents.
The images to the right show the vibrance returning
to W. North avenue and the beauty of the historic buildings
that line it.
Close: Union Hill Baptist Church, built 1852
Far: Businesses with housing above

This map is for reference only. Not a legal document.
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4.2 SITE & CONTEXT ANALYSIS - DOCUMENTATION

Public housing projects & developments within
Baltimore.

Twelve years ago, affordable housing was available to 58
out of 100 low-income people in Baltimore but today just
43 out of 100 have this ability. In the same period, the number of people in need of low-income housing in Baltimore
has risen by 60%. In the past twenty years, city spending
on housing projects has fallen from $30 million to $13 million. While 97% of extremely low-income (50% of income
= cost of renting) receive some form of federal funding, an

Penn North Metro Station, a major transit hub for the
city & region, just six blocks from the site.
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estimated 25,000 families in the city are on waiting lists for
some other form of housing assisstance or voucher.
Such vouchers are intended to give families an opportunity to move to safer neighborhoods, but are sharply criticized as a failure. They stipulate that families must
reside where the poverty rate is less than 10 percent, the
population is less than 30 percent black, and fewer than 5
percent of residents are living in subsidized housing. Virtu-

A renovated block of low-income housing two blocks
from the site.

ally none of Baltimore according to the 2010 Census fits
this description. Thus the program has now relocated more
than 2,000 families to the suburbs, forcing transit costs
on already struggling families. What was intended to bring
diversity to successful neighborhoods, and opportunity to
struggling families, really has caused fear and prejudice.
Neither interacting social group welcomed or had interest
in mixing with the other, according to a government survey.

A picture window with decorative limestone & trim, typicall of the neighborhood’s historic homes.

Essentially, those from cities were hesitant to rely on cars
and have yards to care for. Suburban residents feared an influx of crime and looked down upon low-income neighbors.
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4.3 SITE & CONTEXT ANALYSIS - SITE PARAMETERS

Sep 14, 2014

“While Baltimore’s vacant and abandoned building stock
is often viewed as a problem, it is also an opportunity.
Cleaning up and redeveloping these properties can help
raise property values, create community amenities, increase local tax revenue, and attract new residents and
businesses.” - Vacants to Value. Goals of the program:

The Druid Heights site is bisected by R-8 and R-9
zoning areas. Each identifies rowhomes as the standard
for building, and permits:
(1) Single-family attached dwellings — not exceeding 12 in
a row or group.
(2) Multiple-family detached dwellings.
(3) Multiple-family attached dwellings — not exceeding 12
in a row or group.
(4) Housing for the elderly.
(5) Clubs and lodges: nonprofit.
(6) Hospitals.
(7) Residential substance-abuse treatment facilities.
(8) Schools and daycares.
(9) Colleges and Universities.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Streamline the Disposition of City-Owned Properties
Streamline Code Enforcement in Stronger Markets
Facilitate Investment in Emerging Markets
Target Homebuying Incentives
Demolish and Maintain Severely Distressed Blocks
Provide Concentrated Green, Healthy and Sustainable
Home and Neighborhood Improvements

Accessory Uses:
(1) As in an R-1 District.
(2) Accessory shops in a multiple-family building that
contains 50 or more dwelling andefficiency units,
subject to the following conditions: dining room,
cocktail lounge, drug store or pharmacy,newsstand,
retail food shops, beauty shops, barber shops, and
similar personal serviceshops primarily for the
occupants of the building.
(3) Philanthropic and charitable institutions.
(4) Physicians’ or dentists’ professional offices.
(5) Bed and breakfast establishments.
(6) Fraternity and sorority houses: off-campus.
(7) Rooming houses.

ZONING MAP
This map is for reference only. Not a legal document.

Additional Uses in R-9:
(1) Apartment hotels.
Maximum height: 35’
Minimum dwelling unit size: 500 sqft
41
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4.4 SITE & CONTEXT ANALYSIS - SITE STUDY
NATIONAL AVERAGE
Median household income:		
		
$50,233.00
Unemployment:
			
6.2%
Living below poverty line:
			
15.0%

DRUID HEIGHTS, MD

FINANCE
& VALUE

Median household income: 		
$21,500
Unemployment:
11.8%
Living below poverty line:
23.4%

		
Median house value:
Median house value: 			
		
100,566
		
$181,800
Median contract rent: 		
Median contract rent: 			
		
$658
$756
Ratio rent to income:
Ratio rent to income:
		
40.7%
		
29.7%
Homeowners w/ mortgage:
Homeowners w/ mortgage:		 HOUSING
74%
			
70.7%
COSTS 		

Top: Former backyards overgrown along Etting Street.
Bottom: Etting Street & Gold Street corner.

Top: Rear facade on the site.
Bottom: Madison Avenue, a ten blocks away, is home to
upper middle-class residents.
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Median age:
			
36.9 yrs		
Male to female:				
			
51% to 49%
Family to non-family:			
			
38% to 62%
Commute time:				
			
25 mins.

Median age:
		
25.8 yrs
Male to female:
		
51% to 49%
Family to non-family:
TIME &		
32% to 68%
Commute time:
AGES
		

21 mins.
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Top: A padlock on a vacant property.
Bottom: A boarded door.

4.4 SITE & CONTEXT ANALYSIS - SITE STUDY

The site as seen from the intersection of Druid Hill Avenue and Bloom Street. 507 shows signs of fire dating to
a 2011 case or arson. Because of the fire, 505, 507 and

509 Druid Hill Avenue have been condemned by city fire
officials.
45

The back of the site along Etting Street is currently used
to store materials and equipment for road repairs. Unfortunately, no nearby streets have received such main-

tenance since 2008, when underground utilities were
replaced. Many of Baltimore’s abandoned properties are
home to storage and dumping sites.
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4.4 SITE & CONTEXT ANALYSIS - SITE STUDY

A resident looks at the site from Druid Hill Avenue while
her kids played in the street. Despite the presence of
vacant buildings in poor condition, the neighborhood is

home to families, young professionals and elderly who
wish to see Druid Heights return to a happy community.
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Revitalization and restoration efforts in the neighborhood have had some success, although most were rehabilitated to be used as rentals. While this can improve

vacancy and aesthetic distress, it does little to solve the
problem of sustainable, affordable housing within the
city.
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4.4 SITE & CONTEXT ANALYSIS - SITE STUDY
AVERAGE COMPONENTS OF A HOUSE

AVERAGE COST BREAKDOWN

Lumber 					
Sheathing 				
Concrete 					
Exterior siding material
Roofing material 			
Insulation 					
Wall material 				
Ceiling material 			
Ducting		
			
Windows 					
Exterior doors 				
Flooring material 			
Interior doors 			
Garage doors 				
Fireplace 					

Finished Lot 			
Construction Cost
Inspection/Fees
Shell/Frame
Framing 			
Windows/Doors
Exterior Finish 		
Foundation 		
Wall/Finish Trim
Flooring 			
Equipment
Plumbing			
Electrical Wiring
HVAC			
Appliances 		
Property Features
Other Costs
Financing 			
Overhead			
Marketing		
Commission 		
Profit 			

13,837 board feet
13,118 square feet
19 tons
3,206 square feet
3,103 square feet
3,061 square feet
6,050 square feet
2,335 square feet
226 linear feet
19 units
4 units
2,269 square feet
18 units
2 units
1 unit
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64,622 		

24%

4,223 		

2%

30,925 		
10,271		
11,304 		
16,130		
28,210 		
7,210 		

11%
4%
4%
6%
10%
3%

8,837		
6,798		
6,170		
2,165 		
17,566 		

3%
3%
2%
1%
6%

5,151 		
15,644 		
3,840 		
9,238		
25,161		

2%
6%
1%
3%
9%

A well-maintained home two block away.
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4.4 SITE & CONTEXT ANALYSIS - SITE STUDY
But housing exists in druid heights, so why has the neighborhood been in decline since the
1950’s? Becasuse it has a fatal flaw:

o why is the
he 1950’s?

THE NEIGHBORHOOD FAILS TO MEET THE
10 REQUIREMENTS FOR A HEALTHY COMMUNITY.

ET THE
Y

70% OF THE CONDEMNED HOMES ON DRUID HILL
AVENUE CAN BE RECYCLED.
2,000

Thats 234 tons less of waste, possible housing
for dozens and 119,630 linear feet
of possibilities.

13,118
sq ft

19
tons

1,509

1,000

1,206

sq ft

760

sq ft

13,837
board ft

24 TONS
of MISSED
OPPORUNITY

1. SENSE OF PLACE - a lack of notable businesses or destinations - NO.
2. HUMAN SCALE - historic row homes 32’ tall - YES.
3. SELF-CONTAINED NEIGHBORHOODS - large residential areas truncated by long blocks - NO.
4. DIVERSITY - at 70% black and 60% of people in their 20s and 30s - NO.
5. TRANSIT FRIENDLY - several bus stops within a one minute walk - YES.
6. ALLEYS & REAR PARKING - alleys exist but are often overgrown, parking is main street - NO.
7. STREET TREES - beautiful mature trees line these historic streets - YES.
8. OUTDOOR ROOMS - large lots are devoid of public space or organization - NO.
9. HUMANE ARCHITECTURE - blight plagues the area despite the vernacular appeal - NO.
10. MAINTENANCE & SAFETY - crime rates reflect the lack of prosperity - NO.

sq ft

sq ft

sq ft
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5.2 PROGRAM ELEMENTS

5.1 PROGRAM ASSESSMENT
1) Accommodate the typical family needs
from the outset.

Have permanent structure with MPE systems already in place.

2) Design to be expanded as skills grow.

Freestanding community fixtures &
furniture that simplify construction with
structural guidance.

3) Plot of sufficient size to accommodate
expansion according to several alternative
plans, show houses being built to
demonstrate the alternatives,

Site Footprint:				
Existing Housing:		
Outdoor spaces:		
New infrastructure:

35,337 sf
8,000 sf
15,000 sf
12,337 sf

Existing Houses:			
Avg. Size:			

12
2,010 sf

INFRASTRUCTURE PROGRAM:
Steel structure with Conc. Floor
4 Mini Blocks w:
		
Stair tower
		
Plumbing stack
		
Electrical stack
		
HVAC stack
		
Peaked roof
COMMUNITY PROGRAM:
Occupancy: 40 familes
Civic Space
Educational Space
Workshop Space
Storage: 11,000 sf
		
Lab 1,500 sf
		
Lumber 2,000 sf
		
Sheathing 1,000 sf
		
Doors/windows 500 sf
		
Flooring 4,000 sf
		
Roofing/siding 1,000 sf
		
Brick/masonry 1,000 sf
First floor retail by Resident Builders

Infrastructure installation limits growth
of the built environment and keeps a
minimum boundary around the Hearth.

4) Constructed from locally-sourced materials
that allow expansion

Community material salvage & training
center on-site.

5) Suitable to the given local climatic
conditions

Strategic sun shading, thermal massing
and community gardens
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5.3 GRAPHIC REPRESENTATION
6 PERSON
HOME
4 PERSON
HOME

THIRD FLOOR
1/8” = 1’-0”

THIRD FLOOR:
Not every grid within the infrastructure is designed to
extend to the third floor. Maintaining a low height
is important to keeping the area connected to the
neighborhood. With lower heights, the area is less
intimidating or isolated. The third floor is strictly for
residential and roof gardens.

B

MIXED USE:
Six main uses of program have been established: Civic, retail, living, services, ecology and garden. These
uses will be filtered throughout the site so that such
resources are shared equitably through joint access.

4 PERSON
HOME

A

2 PERSON
HOME

BED &
BREAKFAST

4 PERSON
HOME

2 PERSON
HOME
4 PERSON
HOME
2 PERSON
HOME

ROOF LAB
STUDY
SPACE

BEDROOM LOFT

ROOF PATIO

ROOF GARDEN
6 PERSON
HOME

PRIVACY LAYERS:
Ringed layers of privacy vary between public to private to shared. The difference between public and
shared is ownership: no one has rights to public
space so it is governed by a third party (the city).
The shared space is owned by all residents equally,
so it is goverened by the collective Modern Hearth
residents. Privacy acts as both a shelter for residents
and a fence between the city and the modern hearth:
permeable yet present.

ROOF GARDENER’S
APARTMENT

SECOND FLOOR
B

1/8” = 1’-0”

OFFICES

ROOF
CLASSROOM

4 PERSON
HOME
2 PERSON
HOME
4 PERSON
HOME

A

LOUNGE

ROOF
PATIO
BED &
BREAKFAST
SUNROOM

ROOF
PATIO

2 PERSON
HOME

2 PERSON
HOME
ROOF
PATIO

4 PERSON
HOME

BANQUET
ROOM

CAFE
6 PERSON
HOME

2 PERSON
HOME
4 PERSON
HOME

SECOND FLOOR:
Residential units directly over business space allow these residents easy access to work and home.
Along the cross streets (short block edge) there are
infrastructure “ends” with administrative offices and
a lounge to the northwest and material storage and
workspace to the southeast.

4 PERSON
HOME

2 PERSON
HOME

WORKSPACE
PATIO

1 PERSON
HOME
6 PERSON
HOME

FIRST FLOOR
1/8” = 1’-0”

CLASSROOM

4 PERSON
HOME

WORKSHOP

B

LAUNDRY

4 PERSON
HOME

EVENT
SPACE

2 PERSON
HOME

A

RETAIL
CLASS
ROOM

COORDINATION:
Together, these two strategies of programming combine to form a site layout. The program is centrally
focused, as the community is focused on the Modern
Hearth courtyard, the space where the activity that is
the hearth takes place.

MARKET
SPACE
BED &
BREAKFAST
CAFE
HEARTH
COURTYARD
2 PERSON
HOME

CLINIC
PORTICO

STAIR

RETAIL

COMMERCIAL
KITCHEN
4 PERSON
HOME

2 PERSON
HOME

LIBRARY

GALLERY

OUTDOOR
FORUM

RESTAURANT
RETAIL

RETAIL

EVENT
SPACE

PORTICO
MATERIAL
STORAGE
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ETTING STREET
1/8” = 1’-0”

CLASSROOM

FIRST FLOOR:
First floor spaces are reserved for commercial & civic
use so that residential areas have privacy but the
Modern Hearth is connected to the surrounding area.
The ends of the infrastructure feature offices to the
northwest and classrooms and workshop space to
the southeast. The market square is in an opening of
former rowhomes. Alternating green space and “mini
blocks” within the block’s new infrastructure allow
shared responsibility for maintaining these areas.

WORKSHOP

56

6.1 DEVICES REVEALING ARCH. IDEAS
MARKET TO MADE
Availability of free materials grants
freedom to build, learn, bond and
adapt as necessary.

INTEGRATION
Integration will occur on many levels within the project,
both literally and theoretically. It represents the design of
the architect uniting with the effort of a community.

On-site amenities and salvaged resources will be instrumental in the infill of the infrastructure, integrating each
home with the environment.

Systems will be coordinated to maximize efficiency of the
Modern Hearth, integrating technical, mechanical and
practical.

Community planning will integrate the social and economic goals of the project. Efficient use of space and materials
on site can ensure equality and strengthen bonds.

57

MATERIAL
Architects have the ability to catalog, valuate and adapt
existing structures and systems. Doing so facilitates the
development of living, working communities, communities
that are the backbone of self-built housing.

Like local markets that sell food or global markets that
trade in ideas, the community core will be filled with
material, people and knowledge. Recycled materials
adapted into human-scaled building blocks make reuse
easier and easier.

Delivered in a kit of parts, a new way to create and
recreate housing will make homeownership a possibility
for everyday Americans, recycle 160 tons of architectural
waste and ignite a grassroots movement for the
preservation of independence.
58

6.1 DEVICES REVEALING ARCH. IDEAS

TIME

PUBLIC/PRIVATE RELATIONSHIP

Designing with the fourth dimension in mind, the future
of housing won’t be in vacancy or foreclosures. With an
infrastructure that can easily grow and adapt, the Modern
Hearth neighborhood is unique in its ability to meet demands currently unknown.

The current rowhome layout of Druid Heights inhibits community participation by alientating neighbors from each
other. Access to a large, open plot of land behind confuses
ownership and establishes conflict. Front access directly to
the street erases any middle ground of shared space and
transitions directly from private to public.

At the center of the neighborhood, the material salvage
site represents future growth; over time, it is consumed for
expansion rather than nonexistent capital.

Finally, access to the site is considered. Opening to the
street without hesitation creates unwanted chances for
non-community access to the material salvage. However,
cutting off the street from the neighborhood could stunt
development or foster hostility. A mixture allowing both
“eyes on the street” and a welcoming hearth is necessary.

Explorations of site layout reveal a need to restructure the
nieghborhood so that several levels of private, semi-private, semi-public and public spaces are created.

59
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6.2 MIDTERM PRESENTATION
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6.2 FALL 2014 FINAL PRESENTATION
BUILDING COMMUNITY AROUND
A MODERN HEARTH

ADAPTIVE OCCUPANCY
THESE UNITS ARE DESIGNED FOR MAXIMUM SPACE & ADAPTABILITY. OVER TIME, FAMILIES
CHANGE, YET TRADITIONAL HOUSES REMAIN STAGNANT. ADDITIONS AND RENOVATIONS ARE
EXPENSIVE AND COMPLEX. WITH A MODERN HEARTH, THE HOME GROWS WITH THE FAMILY
AND RESIDENTS’ KNOWLEDGE WHILE THE NECESSITIES OF MODERN LIFE REMAIN. DURING
OCCUPANCY, THE UNITS’ WALLS CAN FOLD TO CREATE NEW STRUCTURE AND ALLOW
RESIDENTS TO FILL-IN AROUND THEM. SELF-BUILDING OFFERS NOT ONLY FINANCIAL
INDEPENDENCE, BUT THE OPPORTUNITY OF SKILL-BUILDING, PROBLEM-SOLVING &
EXPERIENCE IN A LIVING, WORKING COMMUNITY.

A FRAMEWORK FOR A NEIGHBORHOOD

Founded around a Modern Hearth, self-built housing provides a
solution to housing unattainability in America. Opening
construction to unskilled labor is made possible by an architectural
initiation and community partnership, allowing resident-builders to
work with materials on site, control quality and build as families grow.
increasing
sprawl

vacancy/
crime
more open
space

donut
effect

smart
growth
plans

car
dependence

Baltimore has had three
decades of decline.

OVER 50% OF ALL RENTERS IN AMERICA PAY MORE THAN 30% OF THEIR INCOME ON
HOUSING ALONE.

THE MEDIAN HOME PRICE IN THE U.S. IS $221,800, FOR WHICH THE MAJORITY OF
AMERICAN FAMILIES WILL PAY $583,334. FOR A FAMILY EARNING THE
MEDIAN AMERICAN INCOME OF $43,318, IT WOULD TAKE 13.5 YEARS TO PAY
FOR THE AVERAGE HOUSE WITHOUT SPENDING A DIME ON ANYTHING ELSE.

supersized
homes

increased
housing

car
dependence

over
crowding

need for
government
assistance

condemned
housing
demolition/
vacancy

lack of
maintenance

80+ years of subsidized
housing w/ no plan to
break the cycle.

sq ft

9
tons

COMPONENTS OF AN AVERAGE
BALTIMORE ROW HOME

inner harbor

BALTIMORE, MD
there are 97 condemned houses in druid heights.
INDICATES VACANCY < 1 YR
INDICATES VACANCY > 1 YR

DRUID Heights, MD

Median household income:
$50,233.00
Unemployment:
6.2%
Living below poverty line:
15.0%

Median house value:
$181,800
Median contract rent:
$756
Ratio rent to income:
29.7%
Homeowners w/ mortgage:
70.7%
Median age:
36.9 yrs
male to female:
51% to 49%
family to non-family:
38% to 62%
Commute time:
25 mins.

FINANCE
& VALUE

HOUSING
COSTS

TIME &
AGES

Median house value:
$100,566
Median contract rent:
$658
Ratio rent to income:
40.7%
Homeowners w/ mortgage:
74%
Median age:
25.8 yrs
male to female:
51% to 49%
family to non-family:
32% to 68%
Commute time:
21 mins.

A new breed of modern living, in tune with
the resident, site and community, provides
a chance for stability in the housing market
and economic independence for residentbuilders. The solution must bring people
together in place and pursuit. It is a solution
for restrictive building codes; mortgages; and
problematic sites. However, this project
addresses more than the affordable housing
crisis.

A

Wood veneer
facade for
humane
appeal

sq ft

1,206
sq ft

Lumber
13,837 board feet
Sheathing
13,118 square feet
Concrete
19 tons
Exterior siding material 3,206 square ft
Roofing material
3,103 square feet
Insulation
3,061 square feet
Wall material
6,050 square feet
Ceiling material
2,335 square feet
Ducting
226 linear feet
Flooring material
2,269 square feet
Windows/Doors
19 / 22
Fireplace
1

Maximzed thermal
protection with
rigid insulation
wall panels

GLAZING

sq ft

DRUID HEIGHTS

GROWTH BEGINS
pre-framed construction
salvage implementation
community shared knowledge,
labor, wealth & resources

6 Months - 2 Years
renovations, expansions,
conversions of existing units to
new purposes

private courtyards

B

joint units offer space

cladding
partitions
openings/closures

Openable facade
reveals doors &
windows below

CONDUIT

1,509

DEVELOPMENT OCCURS
educational centers
daycare centers
group assembly halls
commercial orientation
residential use & reuse

In-unit plumbing &
electrical to provide
easy expansion &
mechanical efficiency

sq ft

760

room for growth

HOUSE PROGRAM:
Footprint:
15’ x 30’
Size:
450 sf
Bathroom:
20 sf
Kitchen:
70 sf

BATHROOM

KITCHEN

2 Years +
additions, second & third
storeys

shared resources

material use:

COMMUNITY PROGRAM
Core units:
56
Occupancy:
40 familes
SIze:
25,200 sf

sq ft

1,000

outdoor
cosmetic
finishes
minimal

INSULATION

material use:

19 min. bus

10
tons
Median household income:
$21,500
Unemployment:
11.8%
Living below poverty line:
23.4%

material use:

board ft

1,000

RESIDENTIAL INITIATION
single housing
family housing
elderly housing
immigrant housing

1-6 Months:
gardening, decorating

1,000 13,837

developers
move in

NATIONAL AVERAGE

UNIT DETAIL

POPLAR

druid hill park

cheap
land

distant owner/
landlord

For easy upward
expansion

11 min. walk

DRUID
HEIGHTS

migration to
suburbs

FLAT ROOF

SITE PLANS 1/32” = 1’-0”

13,118

Storage:
Lab
Lumber
Sheathing
Doors/windows
Flooring
Roofing/siding
Brick/masonry

LIVING

sq ft

SLEEPING

The site sits just two blocks from a thriving street.

11,000 sf
1,500 sf
2,000 sf
1,000 sf
500 sf
4,000 sf
1,000 sf
1,000 sf

C
SPARKING A MOVEMENT IN BALTIMORE
SITE CIRCULATION PLANNING

Druid Hill Ave

isolated from community

Druid Hill Ave

structural
sheathing
waterproofing
insulating

Druid Hill Ave

Druid Hill Ave

lack of privacy

RE-EVALUATING NECESSITY
A look at the traditional home reveals three categories within the
built environment:

BUSINESS INCENTIVE DISTRICT

MARKET TO MADE

Availability of free materials grants
freedom to build, learn, bond and
adapt as necessary.

centrally-focused

neighborhood hearth

interactive neighborhood

LUXURY

open space preservation

CAFE

SITE

AMENITIES

DOUBLE UNIT

COMMERCIAL ORIENTATION
Street-front real estate & community entrances are bounded by commercial cores. While equally useful as a housing core, these units are also designed
to provide a starting point for business. Engaging small business owners within the community is essential for the survival of the neighborhood. It provides
income for some families and creates incentive among others to shop at the most local level.

1) Accommodate the typical family needs from the outset:
>Modern hearth comprised of a kitchen, bathroom & secure space.

DRUID HEIGHTS
Rowhomes line the site.

2) Design to be extended by the household, with available training:
>Folding approach to expansion.
>Freestanding community fixtures & furniture that simplify
SMALL JOB
construction with structural guidance.

CLIMATIC ORIENTATION
N/S orientation is sacrificed to fit the units to the existing street network. However, the exterior panels offer
shading over glazing when necessary and a wooden skin
prevents heat gain directly to the facade.
The hearth of Druid
Heights will be solidified
on site as a shared community space, surrounded
by core units and filled
with salvaged building
materials.

3) Plot of sufficient size to accommodate expansion according to
several alternative plans:
>Corridors & courtyards between units
>Main central yard

SITE

4) Constructed from locally-sourced materials that allow expansion :
>Community material salvage & training center on-site.
5) Suitable to the given local climatic conditions:
> Strategic sun shading, thermal massing and community gardens

structural plate assembly

UNIT SECTION DETAIL

birch veneer facade

FAMILY
GROWTH

DEVELOPMENT DIAGRAM
indicates
vacant/condemned

GROWTH OF THE MOVEMENT

UPWARD
GROWTH

single unit

living cluster

family garden

modern hearth
double unit
material storage

PRIVACY

63

NECESSITIES

lateral disconnect

FAMILY HEARTH

PROGRAMMATIC GOALS

NEW BEDROOM

TRANSVERSE SECTION - NE/SW

LONGITUDINAL SECTION - SE/NW

64

Like the local markets
that sell food, or global
markets that trade in
ideas, the community core
will be filled with material,
people and knowledge.
However, the active hearth
pushes the community
beyond a space for exchange, becoming a place
of growth and mobility. As
families grow, residents
can work together to gain
skills, forge relationships
and share in mutual equity. As homes grow, the
material store will diminish, opening up increasing amounts of space for
community involvement.

insulation

concrete floor structure

soft foundation

6.2 DESIGN DEVELOPMENT PRESENTATION
lateral disconnect

Druid Hill Ave

break street wall

Druid Hill Ave

Druid Hill Ave

Druid Hill Ave

identify priority
centralized

A FRAMEWORK FOR A NEIGHBORHOOD

increasing
sprawl

FOR THE AVERAGE HOUSE WITHOUT SPENDING A DIME ON ANYTHING ELSE.

vacancy/
crime
more open
space

donut
effect

smart
growth
plans

car
dependence

Baltimore has had three
decades of decline.

70% OF THE CONDEMNED HOMES
ALONG DRUID HILL AVENUE CAN
BE
RECYCLED.
THATS 1,960 TONS LESS OF WASTE, POSSIBLE HOUSING FOR DOZENS &

druid hill park
11 min. walk

DRUID
HEIGHTS

migration to
suburbs
supersized
homes

increased
housing

car
dependence

over
crowding

need for
government
assistance

condemned
housing

19 min. bus

1,000 13,837

there are 97 condemned houses in druid heights.
INDICATES VACANCY < 1 YR

sq ft

sq ft

8) Outdoor rooms:
Public space is missing in Druid Heights and could be a possible cause
for the vacancy and crime potential.
EXPANSIVE

DRUID HEIGHTS

DRUID HEIGHTS
Rowhomes line the site.

1) Accommodate the typical family needs from the outset:
>Modern hearth comprised of a kitchen, bathroom & secure space.
2) Design to be extended by the household, with available training:
>Folding approach to expansion.
>Freestanding community ﬁxtures & furniture that simplify construction with
structural guidance.

SITE

SITE

9) Humane architecture:
The 1930’s homes and shops are pure Americana but lack the upkeep
to retain friendly vibes.

1
2

DESIGNED FOR SUCCESS

The resident builders of Druid Heights can gain experience in construction by starting with a standardized
process. Based on the human scale, panels of 30” x 90” can be easily assembled with lumber salvaged
from the existing buildings.

MINIMAL

MARKET TO MADE

Availability of free materials grants
freedom to build, learn, bond and
adapt as necessary.

day care

high school

night school

elementary school

private school (none)

trade school

middle school

college/university

adult day care

10) Maintenance & safety:
Possibly the biggest concern, Druid Heights is falling apart and needs
intervention other than demolition.

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

EMPTY &
TRANSITIVE

90

BASIC FRAME

LANDFILL BECOMES LANDFULL

4) Constructed from locally-sourced materials that allow expansion :
>Community material salvage & training center on-site.

30

SHEATHED FRAME

Patching the urban fabric will renew bonds &
can be achieved through collaborative
construction.

1
ADAPTIVE OCCUPANCY
The manual projects are designed for maximum ability & adaptability.
Over time, families change, yet traditional houses remain stagnant.
Additions and renovations are expensive and complex. With a kit of
parts, the home grows with the family and residents’ knowledge. Selfbuilding offers not only ﬁnancial independence, but the opportunity
of skill-building, problem-solving & experience in a living, working
community.

WINDOW FRAME

5) Suitable to the given local climatic conditions:
> Strategic sun shading, thermal massing and
community gardens
DOOR FRAME

GROWTH OF THE MOVEMENT

LUXURY
SHAKE FRAME

A look at the traditional home
reveals three categories within
the built environment:

65

AMENITIES

1

URBAN INFILL

30 30

VIBRANT &
FULL

3) Plot of sufﬁcient size to accommodate expansion according to several alternative
plans:
>Corridors & courtyards between units
>Main central yard

indicates
vacant/condemned

S
AL

sq ft

SITE

13,118

OP

1,000

3

SH

Essential to the success
of any project is planning.
Inside the kit, detailed
architectural plans, tailored
to the site, along with
construction guides &
reusable project manuals.

K
OR
W

EDUCATION

sq ft

Y
TR

community garden

EN

gym

The recycling system will
require new inputs into
the site to produce a ﬁnal
product. Cement, paint,
hardware, adhesive &
modern ﬁxtures are also
supplied.

IM

votech

2

AN

dog park (none)
workshop (none)

2

S
OP
CR

bike shop/rental (none)
park

RS

7) Trees:
Beautiful street trees line the block, but some overrowth adds to the
feeling of urban distress.

arts center
workshop (none)

DO

6) Alleys & rear parking:
The existing alleys only serve to cut the neighborhood and could be
better used as pedestrian or bike paths.

N
VE

760

BLOOM ST.

S
OP
CR

10
tons

BUSINESS INCENTIVE DISTRICT

sq ft

GOLD ST

TH

The site sits just two blocks from a thriving street.

1,509

PENN AVE

N
VE

As a complete kit, three
categories of components
will be implemented. Most
obviously, the tools &
equipment necessary to
complete salvage, take on
basic projects & build new
housing are provided.

5) Transit friendly:
The Baltimore bus system passes down Druid Hill Ave and a major
transit center is only ten minutes away.
#305

RS
DO

THINKING INSIDE
THE BOX

AR

sq ft

credit union

RECREATION

HE

A new breed of modern living, in tune with
the resident, site and community, provides
a chance for stability in the housing market
and economic independence for residentbuilders. The solution must bring people
together in place and pursuit. It is a solution
for restrictive building codes; mortgages; and
problematic sites. However, this project
addresses more than the affordable housing
crisis.

1,206

business park (none)

clothing

S

Median age:
25.8 yrs
male to female:
51% to 49%
family to non-family:
32% to 68%
Commute time:
21 mins.

DRUID HEIGHTS

Lumber
13,837 board feet
Sheathing
13,118 square feet
Concrete
19 tons
Exterior siding material 3,206 square ft
Rooﬁng material
3,103 square feet
Insulation
3,061 square feet
Wall material
6,050 square feet
Ceiling material
2,335 square feet
Ducting
226 linear feet
Flooring material
2,269 square feet
Windows/Doors
19 / 22
Fireplace
1

pharmacy

3

Within the kit, tools,
materials, plans &
models reveall a new
future for those who
commit to construction.

AL

TIME &
AGES

1,000

thrift

TIO
PA

9

DRUID HEIGHTS

4) Diversity:
With a 70% black population, the area is lacking in racial, age and in
come diversity due to stigma.

board ft

sq ft

grocery/market

3

IM

Median age:
36.9 yrs
male to female:
51% to 49%
family to non-family:
38% to 62%
Commute time:
25 mins.

HOUSING
COSTS

Median house value:
$100,566
Median contract rent:
$658
Ratio rent to income:
40.7%
Homeowners w/ mortgage:
74%

veteran’s affairs

BUSINESS

AN

Median house value:
$181,800
Median contract rent:
$756
Ratio rent to income:
29.7%
Homeowners w/ mortgage:
70.7%

FINANCE
& VALUE

post office

community center

BALTIMORE, MD

tons

Median household income:
$21,500
Unemployment:
11.8%
Living below poverty line:
23.4%

halfway house

nursing home

bus terminal

3) Self-contained neighborhoods:
The neighborhoods are tightly contained, and could beneﬁt from more
cross-block connection.

developers
move in

Median household income:
$50,233.00
Unemployment:
6.2%
Living below poverty line:
15.0%

clinic/rehab

police station

The success of Druid
Heights as a community
depends on the involvement of those in the
community & their ability
to create independence.
Rather than monthly
stipends with which to
scrape by, the Modern
Hearth of the community
proposes repurposing
that investment into
a DIY kit, delivered to
site and tailored for the
recipients.

inner harbor

cheap
land

distant owner/
landlord

fire station

A PATCH IN THE URBAN FABRIC

Y
TR

80+ years of subsidized
housing w/ no plan to
break the cycle.

RESTRUCTURING A NEIGHBORHOOD

DRUID HILL AVENUE

SUBSIDIZING
SURVIVAL

1) Sense of place:
Historic row homes and local pride exist, but the current environment
does little to foster newcomers.

2) Human scale:
Appropriately sized buildings but strong street walls prevent movement
and interaction.

SITE OF BLIGHT

EN

demolition/
vacancy

lack of
maintenance

AND 630 LINEAR FEET OF OPPORTUNITY.

framing the block
ISOLATED FROM COMMUNITY
SERVICES

MATERIALS

Founded around a Modern Hearth, self-built housing provides a OVER 50% OF ALL RENTERS IN AMERICA PAY MORE THAN 30% OF THEIR INCOME ON BUT HOUSING EXISTS IN DRUID HEIGHTS, AND IT’S
NOT EXLUSIVE. SO WHY IS THE AREA PLAGUED
solution to housing unattainability in America. Opening HOUSING ALONE.
BY VACANCY AND CONDEMNED TO ROT?
construction to unskilled labor is made possible by architectural
proposal, community partnership and a kit of parts, allowing resident- THE MEDIAN HOME PRICE IN THE U.S. IS $221,800, FOR WHICH THE MAJORITY OF THE NEIGHBORHOOD FAILS TO MEET MOST OF
builders to salvage materials on site, control quality of life and build as AMERICAN FAMILIES WILL PAY $583,334. FOR A FAMILY EARNING THE THE 10 REQUIREMENTS FOR A HEALTHY
MEDIAN AMERICAN INCOME OF $43,318, IT WOULD TAKE 13.5 YEARS TO PAY COMMUNITY.
families grow.

hearth

NECESSITIES
CLAD FRAME

66

LIKE THE LOCAL MARKETS THAT SELL FOOD, OR GLOBAL
MARKETS THAT TRADE IN IDEAS, THE COMMUNITY CORE
WILL BE FILLED WITH MATERIAL, PEOPLE AND KNOWLEDGE.
HOWEVER, THE ACTIVE HEARTH PUSHES THE COMMUNITY
BEYOND A SPACE FOR EXCHANGE, BECOMING A PLACE OF
GROWTH AND MOBILITY. AS FAMILIES GROW, RESIDENTS
CAN WORK TOGETHER TO GAIN SKILLS, FORGE
RELATIONSHIPS AND SHARE IN MUTUAL EQUITY. AS HOMES
GROW, THE MATERIAL STORE WILL DIMINISH, OPENING UP
INCREASING AMOUNTS OF SPACE FOR COMMUNIT Y
INVOLVEMENT.

6.2 SPRING 2015 KOSSMAN PRESENTATION
lateral disconnect

HOMEOWNERSHIP IS CLOSELY
TIED TO THE IDEA
OF THE AMERICAN
DREAM.

lateral disconnect
break street wall

Druid Hill Ave

A FRAMEWORK FOR A NEIGHBORHOOD

increasing
sprawl

vacancy/
crime
more open
space

donut
effect

smart
growth
plans

migration
to suburbs
supersized
homes

increased
housing

car
dependence

over
crowding

condemned
housing

car
dependence

Median house value:
$181,800
Median contract rent:
$756
Ratio rent to income:
29.7%
Homeowners w/ mortgage:
70.7%
need for
government
assistance

demolition/
vacancy

lack of
maintenance

80+ years of
subsidized housing
with no plan to break
the cycle.

cheap
land

distant owner/
landlord

Median age:
36.9 yrs
male to female:
51% to 49%
family to non-family:
38% to 62%
Commute time:
25 mins.

developers
move in

centralized
identify priority
hearth

identify priority

Founded around a Modern Hearth, self-built housing provides a solution
to housing unattainability in America. Opening construction to
unskilled labor is made possible by architectural input, personal
investment, community synthesis and a kit of parts, allowing residentbuilders to salvage materials on site, establish independence and build
/rebuild as families grow.
Median household income:
$50,233.00
Unemployment:
6.2%
Living below poverty line:
15.0%

break street wall

Druid Hill Ave

Median household income:
$21,500
Unemployment:
11.8%
Living below poverty line:
23.4%

FINANCE
& VALUE

HOUSING
COSTS

TIME &
AGES

But housing exists in druid heights, so why is the
neighborhood been in decline since the 1950’s?
Becasuse it has a fatal flaw:
DESIGNED FOR SUCCESS

1. SENSE OF PLACE

70% OF THE CONDEMNED HOMES ON DRUID HILL
AVENUE CAN BE RECYCLED.

Median house value:
$100,566
Median contract rent:
$658
Ratio rent to income:
40.7%
Homeowners w/ mortgage:
74%
Median age:
25.8 yrs
male to female:
51% to 49%
family to non-family:
32% to 68%
Commute time:
21 mins.

framing the block

2,000

Thats 234 tons less of waste, possible housing
for dozens and 119,630 linear feet
of possibilities.

2. HUMAN SCALE

13,118
sq ft

19
tons

fire station

clinic/rehab

halfway house

police station

nursing home

post office

bus terminal

community center

veteran’s affairs

1,509

1,000

1,206

sq ft

3. SELF-CONTAINED NEIGHBORHOODS

SITE OFISOLATED
BLIGHT FROM COMMUNITY

ISOLATED FROM COMMUNITY

THE NEIGHBORHOOD FAILS TO MEET THE
10 REQUIREMENTS FOR A HEALTHY
COMMUNITY.

SERVICES

760

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

108

30

board ft

24 TONS
of MISSED
OPPORUNITY

30

30
30

30
30

30
30 30 30

108

framing the block

RESTRUCTURING A NEIGHBORHOOD
SITE OF BLIGHT

THE MODULE:
A MECHANISM TO
EMPOWER THE
RESIDENTBUILDER.

30

30

SHEATHED
FRAME

BASIC FRAME

sq ft

13,837

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30
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6.3 MODEL PHOTOS
1/32” - 1’-0” SITE MODEL
Plywood, Oak & Recycled wood
Three different sites showing development sparked by the
Modern Hearth Units. The initial site is shown to the
immediate right. To the far right, a previous site is shown
and two development phases.
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6.3 MODEL PHOTOS
1/4” = 1’-0” MODERN HEARTH MODEL
Two neighboring units shown during the expansion of
one unit. It utilizes folding double wall panels to ease
expansion into surrounding areas.
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6.3 MODEL PHOTOS
MATERIAL CATALOGUE DOOR
A reclaimed door showing the use of four reclaimed
materials in infill construction. The nature of the Modern
Hearth Units calls for “filling in the blanks,” which is a
simplified version of self-building. The watercolor panels
show how the Modern Hearth could be implemented on
any site, and expanded with materials on hand.
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In addition, it displays the categories of the material
salvage:
A) finishings & cosmetics
B) wood planks & siding
C) plywood & structure
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7. CONCLUSIONS

Housing trends in America favor large homes,
expensive mortgages and vast, private lots.
At the same time, subsidies throw low-income tenants into dense complexes where
health and happiness suffer. Instead of working to buy a home from the bank or send

tax dollars to a slumlord, Americans should
have the right to work on creating their own
homes, founded upon equity and part of the
community. The cycle of distant landlords
and bankers, decaying properties, developer
incentives and residents forced into renting
75

is not sustainable, and jeopardizes the welfare, happiness and American Dream of residents. Architectural insight into this problem
enables community support and economizes
self-building, so that affordable housing has
a chance for success. Strategic planning and

material reclamation and reuse opens doors
for families waiting for a chance at independence, security and personal expression. The
redesign of American housing will start us on
a new cycle, built around the Modern Hearth.
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7.1 PRESENTATION OUTCOMES
The American home grew in average size from its
earliest days until the recession of the 1970’s, and
then, once recovered, again until 2008. What is
has failed to do is shrink as needed, because modern construction is stagnant and finished in an instant compared to the future that awaits it. Finally,
ownership is a theme that affects everyday life in
America. Part of the American Dream, ownership
must be established for residents but highlighted
as a community asset. It is only through shared
ownership, and responsibility, that the community
will prevail through difficult times.

ters based on the material database would provide
limits to the project and give it more authenticity.
Describing what the amounts of materials could
recreate will be a next step in moving the project
forward.

From the final presentation, one of the points
raised was the limitless nature of the project. With
a big central material store, there is seemingly
nothing to stop someone in the neighborhood from
claiming everything for themselves. However, I am
proposing this as both a housing solution and new
social typology, and don’t think that would be the
case. The community nature of the project prevents
societal outliers. This utopian mind frame is entirely necessary for the success of the community, and
in fact some of my research indicates that a turn
back towards community-friendly lifestyle is indeed
possible and desirable. Even so, creating parame-

Baltimore is unique: it has one of the highest vacancy rates for major cities. Yet it also ranks in
the top ten for homeless populations. Why has
baltimore, once the powerhouse of the antebellum
south and an industrial giant through WWII been in
decline since the 1950’s? Because the existing architectural stock is fatally flawed. It assumes that
the wealth attributed to home ownership grants
a right to independence. But since the very industrial revolution that pushed Baltimore ahead, this
hasn’t been the case. Today’s society is no longer
one where a traditional stone hearth feeds our
needs. A pizza shop, grocer, laundromat, clinic and

Homeownership, which is closely tied to family stability, happiness, the ideal of the American dream,
children’s behavior, crime, addiction and even
homicide, is on the decline. In our flawed housing
system, which relies on credit and subsidy, architecture becomes the solution.
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school provide the services that sustain us. Money
has not given us an independence from need but
a diversity of needs, an idea which current housing
typologies neglect.
Redesigning the city block and row-home housing
could solve several problems with current housing
trends. However, it is important to have command
over the design as the architect. While I disagree
that an architect’s dream cannot be to help others
achieve their dreams, the jurors were right in pointing out that my design was lighthanded. In trying
to keep the construction as open as possible, I may
have given up too much in terms of design.
Overall, I do believe my design would help the
residents of Druid Heights tackle the issues that
their community faces. I also think it is a shame
to waste perfectly useable materials, and a better
way must exist than the landfill.
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